
Theoretical explanation of major 
ocean circulation patterns



Theoretical Gyre Flow 

Coriolis Constant

Coriolis Changes with Latitude



Learning Objectives
• Understand contributions of Sverdrup, Stommel and 

Munk to physical explanation of gyre circulation

• Know equation for Sverdrup balance and what this 
equation tells us about meridional flow and wind stress

• Do not need to know derivation of Sverdrup balance

• Understand how changes in vorticity as a result of wind 
induced vertical flow moves water in meridional space

• Understand how western boundary intensification results 
from changes in relative vorticity and how this change 
generates friction in the interior of the sea to balance 
the rotation input to gyres by the wind

• Do not need to know Stommel and Munk equations



Harald Sverdrup (1888 – 1957)

– Norwegian Oceanographer

– Director of Scripps 
Institution (1936 – 1948)

– The Oceans Sverdrup, Fleming 
and Johnson 1942

– Developed the concept of the 
“Sverdrup balance”

– Meridional transport  
proportional to curl(tauwind)



Sverdrup Balance

Surface wind stress
These are called streamlines

particle path in fluid flow

(e.g. Subtropical Convergence)



Sverdrup Balance



Sverdrup Balance

• Mass Transport in y = Curl(Tauwind) / (∂f/∂y)
– (∂f/∂y) called β (beta plane)

– Curl (Tauwind) = curl of wind stress

• This is curl of tau of wind stress
– Not the same as curl(𝜏/𝑓)

which is curl of mass transport

• Integral of MTy over depth = 

1/β * Curl (tauwind)
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Derivation of Sverdrup Relation from Stewart



Derivation of Sverdrup Relation from Stewart

Mass transport in Y greatest where wind stress curl maximum



Mass transport in Y greatest where wind stress curl maximum



Explains meridional transport observed in gyres

But ignores western boundary

Sverdrup Balance

Surface wind stress

These are called streamlines, and 
show particle path in fluid flow

Wind 
stress 
curl and 
mass 
transport 
are 
greatest
here



Mass transport in Y greatest where 
wind stress curl is the largest

Only consider mass 
transport on Y direction 

(meridional)



But Streamlines include motion in X and Y
How did Sverdrup compute transport in X?

Water is relatively incompressible so 
input must equal output

(e.g. Subtropical Convergence)



Mass transport in X calculated from mass 
transport in Y, via the continuity requirement 

Review Continuity Equation



No western boundary current 

Boundary between gyres where 
wind stress curl is zero

Sverdrup’s Results

NOTE: no 
information 
on vertical 
current (w)



Sverdrup’s Contribution

• Transport in y direction is wind stress 
curl corrected for rate of change in f

• So spin imparted to the ocean by the 
wind moves the ocean in the Y direction

• Spin or curl can be negative or positive, 
so net motion can be north or south

• The physical explanation for this is 
contained in the concept of vorticity



Review of Vorticity
• The tendency for an object (or a body of 

water or a parcel of air) to rotate

• Rotating objects have angular momentum 
which like linear momentum is maintained 
unless a force is applied to change it

• There are three vorticity components:
– Planetary vorticity: just f or [2 Ω sin (latitude)]

– Relative vorticity: zeta (ζ) 

– Absolute vorticity:  f + ζ



Sign of Vorticity

• Cyclonic rotation 
consistent with 
Earth’s spin is 
positive (+)

• Anticyclonic
rotation opposite 
Earth’s spin is 
negative (-)

What sign 
vorticity 
would this 
wind field 
cause? 



Planetary Vorticity



Relative Vorticity

Water velocity shear changes 
relative vorticity of the water 



Conservation of angular momentum 
and potential vorticity

• Potential vorticity = absolute vorticity / D
• Potential vorticity = (f + ζ) / D 

– D is depth
– f planetary vorticity 
– ζ relative vorticity

• Potential vorticity, like angular momentum tends 
to be conserved

• As a rotating parcel of water gets thinner               
(ie., squeezed in the vertical) its circumference 
increases and its rotation decreases

• Opposite occurs for a rotating parcel that gets 
thicker (ie., stretched in the vertical)



Water column stretches to maintain 
zero relative vorticity

Potential vorticity = (f + ζ) / D 



Maintaining Potential Vorticity 

• When a parcel of water get squeezed in 
the vertical its circumference increases 
and its vorticity declines

• When that happens, the parcel tends to 
move equatorward to conserve absolute 
vorticity

• When it is stretched it moves poleward 
in order to conserve absolute vorticity



• Ekman pumping 
provides the 
squashing or 
stretching.

•The water columns 
must respond.  

• They do this by 
changing latitude.

Squashing -> equatorward movement -> f increases

Stretching -> poleward movement -> f decreases 

Sverdrup 
Transport



Henry Stommel
• Stommel (1920 - 1992)

• American 
Oceanographer

• Explained western 
boundary currents

• WHOI, Harvard, MIT 

• With BS degree in 
astronomy

• Book View of the Sea: 
conversation with chief 
engineer about 
machinery of ocean 
circulation



Stommel’s Contribution

Solved equations with and without the coriolis
force and showed that the change in coriolis
force with latitude produced strong velocity 
shear (friction) on the western boundary

Used Sverdrup’ approach but added a term             
to account for friction within the ocean and 
between the ocean and the seafloor 



Stommel’s Contribution
Concluded that this friction balances the 
anticyclonic rotation put into the ocean by the 
wind and a quasi-steady state is obtained



Changing Latitude and Vorticity



Vorticity and Gyre Circulation

Wind stress adds negative                                                
vorticity into gyre

Changes in 
water latitude, 
change Coriolis 
and relative 
vorticity

Remember: 
Absolute 
vorticity = f + ζ

30 

N



Vorticity and Gyre Circulation

Wind stress adds positive                                              
vorticity into gyre

Changes in 
water latitude, 
change Coriolis 
and relative 
vorticity

Remember: 
Absolute 
vorticity = f + ζ

30 

N

60 

N



Big Picture
• Water moving north (into higher f) adds 

negative vorticity on western boundary 
and increases shear (along coast)

• Water moving south (into lower f) adds 
positive vorticity and does not increase 
shear (away from coast)

• Result:

western boundary 

more shear 

eastern boundary 

less shear



Why how does rotation in the 
gyre reach steady state ?

• Gyre rotation does not increase because  
of friction associated with shear

• For NPSG positive planetary 
vorticity continually added on 
western boundary due to friction 
from shear in ocean and with 
continental boundary

• Steady state, with shear (+ vorticity) on 
western boundary balancing anticyclonic
rotation (- vorticity) added by wind stress



Latitude: 
NEG

WIND:
NEG

Friction:
POS

Friction:
POS

WIND:
NEG

Latitude: 
POS

Outcome:  Gyre Speeds Up (Gains Negative Vorticity)



Latitude: 
NEG

WIND:
NEG

Friction:
POS

Friction:
POS

WIND:
NEG

Latitude: 
POS

Outcome:  Gyre in Equilibrium (Vorticity Constant)



Note: 

Friction between moving 
water and boundary 
proportional to current 
speed squared

Stommel’s

Contribution

Western Intensification 
of the Gyre Circulation



Stommel explained western 
boundary intensification

Gyre 
circulation 
intensified 
to the west



Stommel’s Contribution

• Explanation for westward 
intensification

• Showed that western boundary current 
acceleration can be attributed to 
vorticity balance

• Strong western boundary current 
necessary to produce sufficient friction 
to balance negative planetary vorticity 
gain within the gyre 



Walter Munk

• Munk Born in Austria (1917 - )
• BS degree physics CALTECH 

1939
• Graduate student: SIO                 

Harald Sverdrup advisor
– MS 1940 Geophysics
– Ph.D 1947 Oceanography

• Accurately predicted waves and 
time for North Africa, 
Normandy and Pacific landings 



Munk’s Contribution

• More realistic description of 
gyre circulation from theory

– Included equatorial ocean and higher 
latitudes (up to 60 o)

– Included both horizontal and vertical shear 
in the ocean

– Instead of theoretical winds he used real 
winds over the Pacific



Munk’s Contribution

Yielded realistic circulation including  
western boundary counter currents



• Included lateral (horizontal eddy viscosity) 

• Expanded on 

Sverdrup’s 

equations:

Munk’s Contribution



Munk’s Contribution

Wind 
Stress CurlWind Stress



What is the next significant 
development in theory?

• Newest development: 

GCM’s 

(Global Climate Models)

• Also called coupled 

ocean atmosphere 

climate models


